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THE CHARACTER OF RESONANT CHARGE EXCHANGEINVOLVING HIGHLY EXCITED ATOMSA. V. Kosarim a, B. M. Smirnov a*, M. Capitelli b, A. Larihiuta aJoint Institute for High Temperatures, Russian Aademy of Sienes125412, Mosow, RussiabDepartment of Chemistry, University of Bari, ItalyIMIP CNR, Sezione Territoriale di Bari, Bari, ItalyReeived April 29, 2012We study the proess of resonant harge exhange involving exited helium atoms with the prinipal quantumnumber n = 5 olliding with the helium ion in the ground state in the ollision energy range from thermalup to 10 eV. This information may be important for the analysis of planet atmospheres ontaining helium,in partiular, for Jupiter's atmosphere, but our basi interest is the transition from the quantum to lassialdesription of this proess, where, due to large ross setions, evaluations of the ross setions are possible. Forhosen proess, quantum theory allows determining the ross setion as a result of a tunnel eletron transition,while lassial theory aounts for over-barrier eletron transitions. The lassial theory additionally requirese�etive transitions between states with lose energies. The analysis of these transitions for helium with n = 5shows that eletron momenta and their projetions are mixed for a part of the states, while for other states, themixing is absent. A simple riterion to separate suh states is given. In addition, the main ontribution to theross setion of resonant harge exhange follows from tunnel eletron transitions. As a result, the quantumtheory is better for alulating the ross setions of resonant harge exhange than the lassial one and alsoallows �nding the partial ross setions of resonant harge exhange, while the lassial approah gives the rosssetion of resonant harge exhange in a simple manner with the auray of 20%.1. INTRODUCTIONThe proess of resonant harge exhange involvinghighly exited atoms is important for a weakly ion-ized nonequilibrium gas and in�uenes transport phe-nomena in suh a plasma. In analyzing this proess,we are guided by Jupiter's atmosphere where nonequi-librium helium plasma with exited helium atoms isformed under the ation of solar radiation, and highlyexited atoms in�uene the transport properties of thisplasma beause of the low gaseous temperature [1�4℄.For de�niteness, in the analysis of the resonant hargeexhange proess with the partiipation of highly ex-ited atoms, we are guided by proesses involving ex-ited helium atoms with the prinipal quantum numbern = 5.There are two methods to evaluate the ross setionof resonant harge exhange. In the lassial limit, this*E-mail: bmsmirnov�gmail.om

proess is onsidered as an over-barrier eletron tran-sition from one harged ore to another. The quantumtheory is based on the ion�atom exhange interationpotential that haraterizes the rate of eletron tran-sition between two ores as a result of overlapping ofeletron wave funtions entered on di�erent ores. Inthe quantum ase, we are based on the asymptoti the-ory that represents the ion�atom exhange interationpotential and the ross setion of resonane harge ex-hange as the result of an expansion of these quantitiesover a small parameter, whih is a reiproal value ofthe large distane between the ores that determinesthe ross setion.For eletron transfer involving highly exited atoms,one an expet that the lassial theory holds true inontrast to the asymptoti theory [5�7℄, whih is notappliable to highly exited atoms. But we an showthat the riteria of both lassial and asymptoti theo-ries are valid simultaneously in a wide range of param-eters, and we use them below for the helium-ion�atom1091



A. V. Kosarim, B. M. Smirnov, M. Capitelli, A. Larihiuta ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 6 (12), 2012ollisions in the range of ollision energies 0.1�10 eV andatom exitations with the prinipal eletron quantumnumber n = 5. But the quantum and lassial theoriesare related to di�erent physial situations. Namely,the lassial theory in its simple version onsiders aneletron with averaged parameters, while the quantumtheory orresponds to ertain quantum numbers of theeletron. The question is what ours in reality andwhat is the rate of transitions between energetiallylose states in the ourse of the resonant harge ex-hange proess.The goal of this paper is to study in detail the pos-sibilities of using simple versions of lassial and quan-tum theories for the resonant harge exhange proessand the riteria of these approahes. In this analy-sis, we are guided by highly exited helium atoms withn = 5.2. EXCHANGE INTERACTION OF ANEXCITED ATOM WITH AN IONWe onstrut the wave funtions of an exited ele-tron in the helium atom for the prinipal quantum num-ber n = 5 and the exhange interation potential forthis atom with a parent ion. Beause an exited ele-tron is loated mostly in the spatial region where theCoulomb �eld of the atomi ore ats on it, we anuse the wave funtions of the hydrogen atom for thiseletron. The radial wave funtion of an eletron inthe hydrogen atom with the prinipal quantum num-ber n = 5 has the form [8, 9℄ Hn=5;`=0(r) = 225p5 11875 ���9375� 7500r+ 1500r2 � 100r3 + 2r4� exp��r5� ;(2.1) Hn=5;`=1(r) = 125p30 4r1875 �� �3750� 1125r + 90r2 � 2r3� exp��r5� ; (2.2) Hn=5;`=2(r) = 175p70 4r2625 �525� 70r + 2r2��� exp��r5� ; (2.3) Hn=5;`=3(r) = 175p70 2r3125 �8� 2r5 ��� exp��r5� ; (2.4)

 Hn=5;`=4(r) = 1225p70 4r4625 exp��r5� ; (2.5)where the distane r between the eletron and theCoulomb enter is given in atomi units (a0), and allthese wave funtions are normalized by the relation1Z0 r2 2(r) dr = 1:Using these wave funtions, we an onstrut theexhange interation potential �(R) of the ion and ex-ited atom. Along with the prinipal quantum numbern = 5, the eletron states in the �eld of the Coulombenter are haraterized by the eletron orbital momen-tum l, its projetionm onto a given diretion, the atomspin, and its projetion onto this diretion. We �rstonsider the stationary problem where nulei are mo-tionless and restrit ourselves to the ase m = 0. Wealso �rst ignore the in�uene of the eletron spin onthe symmetry of moleular wave funtions and subse-quently on the exhange interation potential. Underthese onditions, the exhange interation potential hasthe form [10℄ �(R) = R4 ���� mol�R2 �����2 : (2.6)We also use the atomi units for the interation poten-tial. Expressing the moleular wave funtions  mol ofthe eletron through its atomi wave funtions  n=5(r),i. e., taking the ation of the seond Coulomb enterinto aount, we obtain [7; 9℄�(R) = R4 �4e�1= ���� n=5�R2 �����2 : (2.7)Sine in this ase  = 0:2, from (2.7) we obtain�(R) = 1:725R ���� n=5�R2 �����2 : (2.8)Table 1 gives the values Rmax > 45 at whih the ex-hange interation potential �(R) has the last max-imum as a funtion of the ion�atom distane, the ex-hange interation potential�(Rmax), and the distaneR2 > Rmax suh that�(R2) = �(Rmax)2 :The parameter R2 haraterizes the derease in the ex-hange interation potential after the last maximum. Ifthe ross setion of resonant harge exhange is deter-mined by ion�atom distanes R > Rmax, this transitionhas the tunnel harater.1092



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 6 (12), 2012 The harater of resonant harge exhange : : :Table 1l Rmax; a0 �(Rmax), m�1 R2; a00 77.6 868 95.91 75 891 93.82 70.7 950 89.23 62.4 1080 81.14 45 1596 65.03. CLASSICAL THEORY OF RESONANTCHARGE EXCHANGEWe analyze the resonant harge exhange proessfrom the lassial standpoint for a transferring ele-tron. We onsider the resonant exhange proess in-volving highly exited atoms at low ollision veloitiesompared with a typial energy of the bound exitedeletron in its orbit. Then the signi�ant ontributionto the ross setion of resonant harge exhange fol-lows from over-barrier eletron transition. Then ele-tron motion has a lassial harater and the eletrontransition from the region of ation of one ore to thatof the other ours when the barrier separating �elds ofthe ation of these ores disappears. The Hamiltonianof the interating eletron and the ion has the formbH = bp22me � e2r1 � e2r2 + e2R ;where bp is the operator of the eletron momentum, meis the eletron mass, e is the eletron and ion harge, r1and r2 are distanes of the eletron from the �rst andseond ion, and R is a distane between ions. We notetwo possibilities for transition of a lassial eletronbetween two Coulombs wells, adiabati and diabationes [11℄, depending on the ion partiipation in the en-ergy balane. In the adiabati ase, ions exhange byenergy of eletrons in the ourse of the eletron tran-sition, whereas in the diabati ase, this transition isfast and the transferring eletron does not draw ions inan energy exhange.In the adiabati ase, the barrier separating the re-gion of ation of the �rst and seond ion disappears atthe distane between ions R = R0, where3e2R0 = J;and J is the ionization potential of an exited atom.Below, we use the atomi units and set J = 2=2,whene R0 = 6=2, and the lassial ross setion of

resonant harge exhange in the limit of low ollisionveloities is [12, 13℄�l = �0 = 12�R20 = 9�2J2 = 18�4 = 18�n4; (3.1)where n is the prinipal quantum number for the ex-ited eletron.In the diabati ase where the ollision is fast andthe ion�eletron equilibrium is not ful�lled, the sepa-ration R0 of the barrier disappearene follows from therelation 4e2R0 = J;and the lassial ross setion of eletron transfer isgiven by �l = 12�R20 = 32�4 = 32�n4: (3.2)It is simple to extend this result to the ollision of amultiharge ion of a harge Z if the exited eletron isloated in the �eld of another multiharge ion of thesame harge. Instead of formula (3.2), replaing theinteration eletron�ion parameter e2 by Ze2, we thenobtain �l = �2R20 = 8�Z2e4J2 = 32�Z2n4 (3.3)in the diabati limit.If the ollision energy inreases, the transferringeletron annot overome the barrier along some tra-jetories, and the ross setion of resonant harge ex-hange dereases with an inrease in the ollision velo-ity v. In the framework of statistial physis, the lassi-al ross setion in the adiabati limit has the form [14℄�l = �0 "1� 0:8�v�2=5# ; v � ; (3.4)whih is on�rmed by evaluations using the method ofmoleular dynamis [15℄. In the limit of large ollisionveloities, the statistial method of averaging over ele-tron trajetories gives [15℄�l = 12�v3 ; v � : (3.5)Combining formulas (3.1) and (3.5), we obtain the las-sial ross setion of resonant harge exhange based onthe omputer simulation of this proess [15℄�l = 18�4 �1� 3v2��1 : (3.6)Below, we use this expression for evaluation of the rosssetion of resonant harge exhange.1093



A. V. Kosarim, B. M. Smirnov, M. Capitelli, A. Larihiuta ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 6 (12), 20124. RESONANT CHARGE EXCHANGE WITHTUNNEL ELECTRON TRANSITIONWe now onsider the tunnel eletron transition if apotential barrier separates the ation of two Coulombenters. Due to the symmetry of the problem, thestates of a bound eletron are separated into even (g)and odd (u) ones, suh that the orresponding eletronwave funtions preserve or reverse their sign as a re-sult of eletron re�etion with respet to the symmetryplane that is perpendiular to the axis joining the oresand bisets this axis [9℄. If eletron states are degen-erate, the probability P of eletron transition from theregion of ation of the �rst ore to that of the seondore is expressed in terms of the exhange interationpotential �(R) = "g(R)� "u(R)(where "g(R) and "u(R) are the energies of the evenand odd eletron states at a distane R between ores)as [10℄ P = sin2 1Z�1 �(R)2 dt; (4.1)and the lassial motion of nulei is haraterized by aertain trajetory R(t). We assume here that resonantharge exhange is not entangled with other proessesin this ollision proess, suh as rotation of eletronmomenta and transitions between di�erent spin states.Under this assumption, whih is onneted with the rel-ative narrowness of the transition region, we an simplygeneralize to the ase of degenerate levels [11℄.For the resonant harge exhange proess involv-ing atoms in the ground and weakly exited states,the asymptoti theory [5, 7℄ is appliable that repre-sents the ross setion of this proess as an expan-sion in the small parameter 1=R0 (the ross setionis �ex = �R20=2). The asymptoti theory is violated forhighly exited atoms, but the method for evaluatingthe probability of the tunnel eletron transition an beused in evaluating the resonant harge exhange rosssetion with partiipation of highly exited atoms. As-suming the angle of rotation of the moleular axis dur-ing the eletron transition from one ore to another tobe small due to a sharp dependene of the ion�atomexhange interation potential on the distane betweenthem, we an then separate transitions with di�erentdiretions of the orbital eletron momentum, and thenaverage over this diretion. Below, we do this for res-onant harge exhange involving exited helium atomswith n = 5.

The asymptoti theory of resonant harge ex-hange [5, 7℄ is used under the ondition that the seondore ats on the wave funtion of the eletron whosewave funtion is entered on the �rst ore, at distanesr from the ore where the asymptoti expression forthe atomi wave funtion holds true (i. e., in the regionwhere the eletron binding energy is large omparedwith the Coulomb interation potential of this eletronwith the ore). This ondition is expressed as the ri-terion r2 � 1:Representing the resonant harge exhange ross se-tion as �ex = �R202 ;we have the asymptoti theory appliability riterionin the form 1� = R022 � 1; (4.2)and � is the small parameter of the asymptoti the-ory. The �rst two terms of the expansion in this smallparameter are typially used in the alulated ross se-tion of resonant harge exhange [7, 16, 17℄.If a valene eletron with an orbital momentum leand its projetion � onto the moleular axis is loatedin the �eld of two strutureless ores, the exhange in-teration potential �le� is given by [6, 7, 11℄�l;�(R) = A2R2=�1�j�je�R�1= �� (2l + 1)(l + j�j)!(l � j�j)! j�j!()j�j ; (4.3)where R is the distane between the nulei, and  andA are the parameters of the asymptoti wave funtionof the valene eletron, suh that the radial wave fun-tion of this eletron in an atom at a large distane rfrom the nuleus is given by (r) = Ar1=�1 exp(�r); r2 � 1: (4.4)We alulate the resonant harge exhange rosssetion based on the asymptoti formula in the two-state approximation for the eletron transition withm = 0, whih has the form [5; 7; 10℄�res = �R202 ;�l;�(R0)v s�R02 = e�C2 = 0:28: (4.5)We an extend the asymptoti theory of resonantharge exhange to the ase of the tunnel transition of1094



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 6 (12), 2012 The harater of resonant harge exhange : : :a highly exited eletron. Indeed, we assume that thetransition ours in a region of ion�atom distanes Rwhere the exhange interation potential varies sharplywith R. Instead of formula (4.5), we then obtain theross setion of resonant harge exhange as�res = �R202 ;�l;�(R0)v r�R02� = e�C2 = 0:28;� = �d ln�l;�(R0)dR0 : (4.6)We use this formula in what follows to evaluate theross setion of resonant harge exhange involvinga highly exited atom. We note that the di�er-ene between the ross setions evaluated on the ba-sis of formulas (4.5) and (4.6) is small in reality, whenR0 > Rmax. Indeed, in this ase,� � �d ln�l;�(R0)dR0 �  �1� 2R02� ��  (R0 �Rmax)R0 ; (4.7)and beause R0 is mostly determined by an exponen-tial dependene of the ion�atom exhange interationpotential on the distane between them, this variationof the value in the radiand is not essential. Using for-mula (4.6), we drop riterion (4.2), but require a sharpderease of the ion�atom exhange interation potential�l;�(R) with a dereasing ion�atom distane R,�`;�(R) / exp(��R):5. RESONANT CHARGE EXCHANGEINVOLVING EXCITED HELIUM ATOMSIn the foregoing, we have onsidered two versionsof resonant harge exhange involving exited atoms.In the �rst, lassial version, an over-barrier eletrontransfer ours, and the behavior of the valene ele-tron is desribed by the laws of lassial mehanis. Inthe seond version, the ross setion of resonant hargeexhange is determined by tunnel eletron transitionsfrom one ore to another, and the eletron quantumnumbers are onserved in the ourse of this transition.In Table 2, we give the ross setions of resonant hargeexhange for the tunnel eletron transition aording toformula (4.6) for the ollision energy E = 1eV in thelaboratory frame of referene and for the eletron mo-mentum projetion � = 0. For omparison, the las-sial ross setions for an over-barrier transition are

given in Table 2. We note that the ollision veloity isv = 6:6 � 10�3 in this ase, i. e., v �  � 0:2, whihallows using formula (3.4) for the lassial ross se-tion given in Table 2. It follows that the quantum andlassial ross setions are omparable. We note thatharateristi distanes R0 for the eletron transitionin the quantum and lassial ases are almost idential,but orrespond to the di�erent nature of the proess.It is essential that in the lassial ase, we use a ertainassumption for averaging over the eletron momentumduring ollision, and hene the oinidene of the las-sial and quantum ross setions does not ontraditthe nature of this transition. Moreover, the riterion ofthe validity of a tunnel transition, R0 > Rmax, is sat-is�ed. Based on the obtained data, we an expet thatthe auray of the lassial theory for highly exitedatoms is approximately 20%.In Table 2, the eletron binding energies in the he-lium atom with n = 5 are expressed in m�1. Thequantum ross setion of resonant harge exhange�tun = �R202at the ollision energy of 1 eV in the laboratory frameof referene for a state with the projetion � = 0 ofthe momentum of the exited eletron onto the impatparameter vetor are evaluated based on formula (4.6),�(R0) is the ion�atom interation potential for thisollision energy, and �l = �R2l2is the lassial ross setion evaluated by formula (3.4)at the ollision energy 1 eV in the laboratory frame.The ross setions �tun and �l are expressed in10�14 m2.Table 3 ontains the resonant harge exhange rosssetions for states of the exited eletron with any mo-mentum projetion onto the impat parameter of olli-sion. We note that if the states with the total eletronspin S = 0 and S = 1 are separated, i. e., the energydi�erene for atoms in these states is greater than theexhange interation potential �(R0) = 0:3�0.5 m�1,the total spin is onserved in the ourse of resonantharge exhange. In suh ases, it is neessary to mul-tiply the ion�atom exhange interation potential informula (4.5) by the respetive fator 1=4 or 3=4 forstates with the total spin S = 0 and S = 1.The tunnel ross setions �tun of resonant hargeexhange are given in 10�14 m2 at an indiated olli-sion energy in the laboratory frame of referene. Theion�atom exhange interation potential is evaluated1095



A. V. Kosarim, B. M. Smirnov, M. Capitelli, A. Larihiuta ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 6 (12), 2012Table 2Eletron state State Energy, m�1  �tun R0; a0 �(R0), m�1 �l Rl; a01s5s 53S 4963.8 0.213 75 131 0.5 58 1321s5s 51S 4647.3 0.206 75 132 0.4 66 1411s5p 53P 4510.1 0.203 97 148 0.4 69 1461s5d 53D 4393.6 0.200 108 157 0.3 74 1501s5d 51D 4392.5 0.200 109 157 0.3 74 1501s5f 53F 4389.7 0.200 109 157 0.3 74 1501s5f 51F 4389.7 0.200 109 157 0.3 74 1501s5g 53G 4389.2 0.200 109 157 0.3 74 1501s5g 51G 4389.2 0.200 109 157 0.3 74 1501s5p 51P 4368.3 0.200 93 145 0.3 74 150Table 3Eletron state m �tun,E = 0:1 eV �tun,E = 1 eV �tun,E = 10 eV1s5s 53S 0 85 75 661s5s 51S 0 86 76 661s5p 53P 0 109 97 871s5p 53P 1 83 74 641s5d 51;3D 0 117 105 941s5d 51;3D 1 101 90 801s5d 51;3D 2 78 68 601s5f 51;3F 0 106 95 841s5f 51;3F 1 98 87 771s5f 51;3F 2 82 73 641s5f 51;3F 3 63 54 471s5g 51;3G 0 88 77 671s5g 51;3G 1 85 75 651s5g 51;3G 2 75 66 581s5g 51;3G 3 63 54 471s5g 51;3G 4 46 40 331s5p 51P 0 104 93 821s5p 51P 1 79 69 59based on formula (4.3), and the exhange interationpotential is onneted with the resonant harge ex-hange ross setion by formula (4.6).We onsider ollisions of an exited helium atomwith its ion in the ground state at ollision veloities be-

low a typial eletron veloity on the eletron orbit foran exited state of the helium atom. Then the analysisof the proesses in suh a ollision redues to �ndingthe behavior of the eletron terms of the quasimoleuleonsisting of the olliding partiles and motionless nu-lei. In the simplest ase with one eletron state for thetransferring eletron in eah atomi ore, the eletrontransfer probability is determined by the splitting ofthe eletron term into even and odd parts with respetto re�etion in the symmetry plane. The quantum the-ory of resonant harge exhange [5, 6℄ then holds truebeause it is based on the fat that the eletron transferproeeds at large distanes between olliding partilesompared with the atom size. The theory uses the fatthat the parameter 1=�R0 is small, where �R20=2 is theresonant harge exhange ross setion. The basis ofthe quantum theory is the tunnel harater of eletrontransition, and this is violated for high exitation. Inthe lassial version, the harge exhange proess in-volving an exited eletron state an be represented asa lassial eletron transition between two ores [12�15℄. Below, we onsider these two types of eletrontransitions as the limit ases for eletron transfer inthe resonant harge proess involving exited states.We note one more peuliarity of the ase wherean exited state partakes in the resonant harge ex-hange proess. Quasimoleular levels with di�erentquantum numbers beome then loser to one another,and hene the resonant harge proess involves pro-esses suh as transitions between states with di�erentorbital moments of eletrons and di�erent momentumprojetions [11℄, and we aount for these transitions indesribing lassial behavior of an exited bound ele-tron.1096



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 6 (12), 2012 The harater of resonant harge exhange : : :Eletron transfer involving an exited atom stateinludes two simultaneous proesses, harge exhangefor an eletron in the ground state of the helium atomand transition between two ores for an exited ele-tron. Hene, the ross setion of exitation transfer islose to the ross setion of resonant harge exhangeinvolving the helium ion and atom in the ground states.The hange of the momentum and the momentum pro-jetion of an exited eletron are the subjet of inves-tigation. Simultaneously, we onsider these transitionsfor an exited eletron without transfer of exitation(i. e., without resonant harge exhange for the heliumatom and ion in the ground state). It is lear that thisross setion signi�antly exeeds the exitation trans-fer ross setion.We onsider the resonant harge exhange proessin slow ollisions from another standpoint. In theourse of interation, the olliding ion and atom forma quasimoleule whose parameters vary slowly duringthe ollision proess. In this treatment, the eletrontransfer results from the interferene of eletron wavefuntions for the even and odd states, but the haraterof this interferene depends on eletron quantum num-bers. Averaging over these states depends on the rate oftransitions between states with di�erent eletron quan-tum numbers, suh as the eletron momentum and itsprojetion onto the moleular axis, and the total atomspin. In this treatment, we assume these rates to besmall ompared with the rate of eletron transfer be-tween ores.6. TRANSITIONS BETWEEN EXCITEDSTATES IN ION�ATOM COLLISIONSWe analyze the possibility of transitions betweeneletron states in the ourse of ollision between an ionand an exited atom. In the �rst plae, suh transitionsare possible under the ation of the eletri �eld of amoving ion, and hene the operator of ion�atom inter-ation orresponds to an expansion of the interationpotential in the small separation R,V = 1jR� rj � 1R = r �RR3 ; (6.1)where r is the eletron oordinate and R is the ve-tor onneting the nulei. We give the matrix elementsthat determine these transitions between exited ele-tron states with the same prinipal quantum numbern [8℄:

hnlmjzjn; l+ 1;mi = 32npn2 � (l + 1)2 ��s (l + 1)2 �m2(2l + 1)(2l + 3) ; (6.2)hnlmjzjn; l� 1;mi = 32npn2 � l2 ��s l2 �m2(2l + 1)(2l � 1) ; (6.3)hnlmjx+iyjn0; l+1;m+1i = 32npn2�(l+1)2��s (l +m+ 2)(l +m+ 1)(2l+ 3)(2l + 1) ; (6.4)hnlmjx�iyjn; l+1;m�1i = �32npn2�(l+1)2��s (l �m+ 2)(l �m+ 1)(2l+ 3)(2l + 1) ; (6.5)hnlmjx+ iyjn; l� 1;m+ 1i = 32npn2 � l2 ��s (l �m)(l �m� 1)(2l + 1)(2l� 1) ; (6.6)hnlmjx� iyjn; l� 1;m� 1i = 32npn2 � l2 ��s (l +m)(l +m� 1)(2l + 1)(2l� 1) : (6.7)We now determine the amplitude of transitions be-tween two highly exited states with the prinipal quan-tum number n = 5 in the framework of the pertur-bation theory. For simpliity, we now restrit ourselfto transitions with the onservation of the momentumprojetion m onto the impat parameter of ollision �.In the �rst approximation of the perturbation theory,the transition amplitude ik between states i and k isthen given by ik = 1Z�1 exp(i�"t)Vik dt; (6.8)where Vik is the matrix element between transi-tion states for the interation operator given by for-mula (6.1) and �" is the energy di�erene for transi-tion states. Taking the distane R between ollidingpartiles to be given byR2 = �2 + v2t2;where v is the ollision veloity and t is time, we redueformula (6.8) in the new variable1097



A. V. Kosarim, B. M. Smirnov, M. Capitelli, A. Larihiuta ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 6 (12), 2012Table 4Transition �", m�1 R0; a0 zik � 53S ! 53P 453.7 140 21 91 15051S ! 51P 279 149 21 60 14153P ! 53D 16.5 153 12 3.6 8151P ! 51D 21.4 158 12 4.8 7953D ! 53F 3.9 157 8.8 0.88 5551D ! 51F 2.8 157 8.8 0.63 555F ! 5G 0.5 157 5.7 0.1 5.7x = vt=�to the formik = zik�v 1Z�1 exp(i�x) dx1 + x2 ; � = �"�v ; (6.9)where zik is the matrix element given by formula (6.2)for the projetion of the eletron oordinate r onto theimpat parameter of the ollision. In Table 4, we givethe values of this matrix element for n = 5 and m = 0.It then follows that formula (6.2) takes the formzik = 152 p25� (l + 1)2s (l + 1)(2l+ 1)(2l + 3) :We evaluate the integral in (6.9) by the standardmethod by means of displaing the integration ontourinto the omplex plane of x and expressing the integralthrough the residue of the integrand. We obtainik =  exp(��);  = �zik�v : (6.10)Table 4 ontains parameters of some transitions be-tween states with the prinipal quantum number n = 5.The transition energy �" is taken from Table 2, theimpat parameter of ollision is � = R0, where R0 de-termines the resonant harge exhange ross setion atthe ollision energy 1 eV in the laboratory frame, andthe values of R0 are taken from Table 2. The matrix el-ement zik is evaluated by formula (6.2) for states withm = 0. The parameter  is given by formula (6.10),and the parameter � is given by formula (6.9).Although the proess under onsideration is hara-terized by a large number of transitions and we restritourself in Table 4 to transitions with m = 0, these datalead to simple onlusions. We an divide the statesand transitions between highly exited states into twogroups. If the eletron is loated in the beginning inthe states 5s or 5p, the transitions are adiabatially

Table 5Initial elet-ron state �tun,E = 0:1 eV �tun,E = 1 eV �tun,E = 10 eV1s5s 53S 85 76 661s5s 51S 86 76 661s5p 53P 92 82 721s5p 51P 87 77 671s5d, 1s5f ,1s5g 51;3D,51;3F , 51;3G 83 76 67weak beause of a large value of the parameter �, whihis pratially the Massey parameter [18℄. The mixingof states ours for other states, and it is neessaryto use the mean value of the transition rate �(R) forthese states. Table 5 gives the ross setions of resonantharge exhange obtained in this way.In Table 5, the quantum ross setions �tun of res-onant harge exhange are given in 10�14 m2 at theindiated ollision energy in the laboratory frame. Theion�atom exhange interation potential is evaluatedby formula (2.8), and the exhange interation poten-tial is related to the resonane harge exhange rosssetion by formula (4.6).We note that in alulating the ross setion of res-onant harge exhange with the transition of an exitedeletron, we used the one-eletron approximation andassumed the ores to be strutureless. In this assump-tion, we keep in mind that states with di�erent orestrutures are lose in energy. Beause this assump-tion is violated for some eletron states, we �nd orre-tions to the ion�atom exhange interation potential.The eletron states of an exited eletron in the heliumatom are haraterized by the total spin of the innerand exited eletrons, whih an be zero or one. Toaount for this, we represent the ion�atom exhangeinteration potential in the general form (see, e, g., [7℄)�(R) = 2h 1j bH j 2i � 2h 1j bH j 2ih 1j 2i; (6.11)where bH is the Hamiltonian of the eletron system and 1 and  2 are the respetive wave funtions of all theeletrons if the exited (transferring) eletron is en-tered on the �rst or seond ore. Beause these wavefuntions are the produt of the spin and oordinatewave funtions, the general struture of the exhangeinteration potential is�(R) = psp�oor(R); (6.12)1098



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 6 (12), 2012 The harater of resonant harge exhange : : :where the fator psp is determined by the orrelationof eletron spins and the fator �oor is independent ofspins and in this ase is related to strutureless ores,as it was used above. In other words, formula (6.12)aounts for the orrelation of total spins of the oresand the transferring eletron, and psp is the probabil-ity that the exited eletron forms the same spin withthe seond ore as it had with the �rst ore. Evidently,this fator is psp = 1=4 for states of an exited heliumatom with the total spin S = 0 (singlet states), andpsp = 3=4 for atom states with the total spin S = 1(triplet states). This fator is taken into aount inalulations of the ross setions in Table 5.7. SEMICLASSICAL AND CLASSICALTHEORY OF RESONANT CHARGEEXCHANGEThe above analysis allows understanding why thelassial approah to the resonant harge exhange pro-ess involving a highly exited eletron an be used.Based on the lassial theory of the resonant hargeexhange proess involving a highly exited eletron,we average the ross setion over all quantum numbersof this eletron for states with a given quantum num-ber. In reality, this orresponds to an average over thequantum numbers l, m, and S, where l is the orbitaleletron moment, m is its projetion onto a �xed axis,and S is the atom total spin. Moreover, we usuallyrestrit ourself to over-barrier transitions in the las-sial approah. In this form, the lassial approah isrough, but it allows estimating the ross setion in asimple way.Guided by resonant harge exhange involving theexited helium atom with n = 5, we an formulatea rigorous method for evaluating the ross setions ofresonant harge exhange for ertain exited atoms andtheir ions. The omparison of the data in Table 1 and inTables 2 and 3 shows that the quantum theory is appli-able in evaluating these ross setions, but the orretaveraging over some quantum numbers is required be-ause of e�etive transitions between these states in theourse of ollisions. These transitions are indued bythe interation of the ion Coulomb �eld with the dipolemoment of the exited atom and mix states with loseenergies if the energy gap for these states does not ex-eed a ertain value. Transitions into other states havea small probability beause of a high Massey parame-ter [18℄ for these transitions.This analysis gives a simple reipe to divide thestates of exited atoms into groups suh that e�etive

transitions our inside eah group, whereas transitionsfrom one group to another one have small probabil-ity. Suh a division for the resonant harge exhangeproess with partiipation of the helium ion and atomwith n = 5 is given in Table 5. Although this relatesto the ollision energy 1 eV, this division of states intogroups depends weakly on the ollision energy beausethe energy gap between groups is su�iently large, i. e.,the Massey riterion for transitions between groups ofstates is muh greater than unity. Next, the asymp-toti theory for resonant harge exhange is appliableinside eah group, whih follows from the omparisonof the data in Table 1 and Table 5. This means that inollisions of a highly exited helium atom and its ion,the main ontribution to the resonant harge exhangeross setion is made by the tunnel transition of the ex-ited eletron. Averaging over states inside one groupis made over the momentum projetion of the exitedeletron or over states with a high orbital moment l ofthe eletron and orrespondingly over states with loseenergies. 8. CONCLUSIONWe usually treat an atomi system as a lassialone based on the Heisenberg priniple, if the di�ereneof neighboring energy levels is small on the sale oftimes under onsideration. This allows using lassiallaws in desribing this system. But this riterion isnot su�ient for the lassial desription of this atomisystem beause mixing of states with lose energies isrequired for the lassial desription. In addition, wenote that the apparatus of quantum mehanis is de-veloped deeper than that of lassial mehanis, and itis sometimes onvenient to use semilassial methodsof quantum mehanis in the ase where the lassialriterion holds true.The analysis of the resonant harge exhange pro-ess involving highly exited atoms from this stand-point gives some experiene in understanding the tran-sition from the laws of quantum mehanis to lassi-al laws for atomi systems. On the one hand, transi-tions in this proess proeed at large distanes betweenolliding partiles, where perturbation theory methodsan be used. On the other hand, riteria of the lassialharater of eletron motion are ful�lled. Based on theanalysis in this paper, we onlude, �rst, that the semi-lassial desription of an eletron is valid along withits lassial desription. Seond, mixing of eletron lev-els ours for a part of states only, i. e., the lassialapproah holds true only for a part of eletron states.1099



A. V. Kosarim, B. M. Smirnov, M. Capitelli, A. Larihiuta ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 142, âûï. 6 (12), 2012The semilassial approah of quantum mehanis inthe form of the asymptoti theory of resonant hargeexhange allows analyzing this proess deeper. Thisproedure onsists in separating the eletron states thatare not mixed in the ourse of the harge exhange pro-ess and in averaging the transition rate for eletrontransfer between atomi ores for the eletron statesthat are mixing in the ourse of ion�atom ollision.Therefore, in analyzing the proess of resonantharge exhange involving highly exited eletron, wean expet its lassial desription to be valid. In theframework of a general approah [12℄, it is then ne-essary to onstrut the potential energy surfae for atransferring eletron; the harge exhange proess mustresult in an over-barrier transition between two poten-tial wells. But the potential energy surfae for thetransferring eletron depends on the eletron momen-tum, and hene there are di�erent potential energy sur-faes, and the hoie among them is ambiguous. Inreality, the potential energy surfae is taken with zeroeletron momentum [12�14℄, but this restrits the a-uray of the lassial approah. The problem of thehoie of the appropriate potential energy surfae anbe resolved by using the lassial approah with sta-tistial averaging [15℄ where all eletron trajetoriesare aounted for and the transition ross setion re-sults from averaging over these trajetories. This ap-proah requires hoosing between the adiabati or dia-bati harater of the eletron interation with ions inthe ourse of eletron motion. Assuming that the las-sial desription of the proess is appliable, we anthen �nd the average eletron transition ross setionat a given ollision veloity rather roughly.The experiene with the analysis of harge exhangeproesses involving highly exited atoms shows that thelassial riterion is ful�lled partially. First, the lassi-al approah requires the mixing of all eletron stateswith a given energy, whih is the ase for a part ofthese states. Seond, along with over-barrier transi-tions, tunnel transitions give a ontribution to the rosssetion. These transitions an be taken into aount ifwe drop the assumption of the asymptoti theory of res-onant harge exhange [7, 11℄ that the distane of thetunnel transition greatly exeeds the atom size. Wenote that this remark about the validity of the las-sial approah for the harge exhange proess has aprinipal harater. As regards lassial ross setionsof resonant harge exhange within the simple analy-sis in Se. 3, they an be used as estimates, and theirauray is better than 20%.
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